
Provinding bespoken
 Labelling Solutions.

Discover for yourself the
one-to-one customer

attention and experience
that we provide.

Blind

Industry

We’ll save you hours of trying to
find an alternative solution, will
ensure you get the best product
for your needs and will
guarantee that we’re
competitively priced.

For more information, please visit our official
website at www.imageslabels.com You may also

contact 0800 093 1988 or email
info@imageslabels.com.



VINYL SELF-ADHESIVE LABELS

Vinyl can be supplied in a matt or
gloss  finish which allows excellent print
quality.
 
It is easy to write on and  durable as it is
water resistant and weather proof.  It can be
supplied in numerous adhesives and
colours.
 

PLASTIC TAGS

This plastic tags is a 200 micron non-tear plastic
which is clay-coated to a give a very smooth matt
finish which allows excellent print quality.
 
Easy to write on, it has very high burst strength so
it often requires no reinforcement on the hole. The
material is suitable for die cutting or putting a slot
in. It is water resistant and weather proof. 
 
Tags made from this plastic can be left outside
for months at a time. The base material is white
and we can print 6 standard colours from stock -
red, yellow, green, blue, orange and pink. Any other
colour you require will be printed to order.
 



3D DOMED BADGES AND DOMED LABELS

Product and company branding is a key
part of designing and successfully
marketing a product. It is essential that
your logo stands out from the rest. Make
sure you stand out with our 3D domed
badges and domed labels.
 
At Images labels we can either screen
or  digitally print  your logo onto; plastic,
aluminium or stainless steel creating a
bright, bold and colourful design. 
This is then covered with a clear, high
gloss polyurethane resin which provides
the bubble domed badge effect creating
a high quality prestige badge to promote
your product.
 
With the ability to produce the domed
badges with a suitable adhesive and
material to ensure their durability for
different applications, a domed label can
be used in most industries including.


